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I . Introduction
The mysteries of nature with rainbow had been affected on the human 

culture and we could see the various types of rainbow culture in this 
world.

This study was carried out on human culture affected by the rainbow 
and on the sensitive images and symbols of rainbow.

The rainbows, which I had seen in nature, are the objective for this 
study. I prepared this paper after a keen observation and deep meditate on 
rainbows in nature.

It took almost4 years and the place where I met the rainbows was in 
Korea, 7 countries of Europe, America, and Mongolia.

From these observations, I expressed the rainbow images on my fine art 
of clothes. The design character of my works isbased on Korean traditional 
costumes by using materials and sewing methods etc. And it is made with 
plain construction and the three-dimensional techniques using Pleats and 
bias character of cloth.

H The Rainbows in nature
The basic elements for making a rainbow are the light, the moisture 

and the mediums. The rainbow can also observed through water droplets and 
glass from the opposite side of 1ight.

The rainbow is various types in shapes, and was shown with a circle, 
semicircle, radial, straight and mixed shapes, and also the numbers of the 
color is from two colors to 7colors except mixed colored rainbow.

HI The Rainbow Cultures in the world
1. Rainbow in religion
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2. Rainbow Bridge
3. National flag and banners
4. Salute of gun
5. Stained glass in architecture
6. Costumes

IV The Rainbow images and symbols
1. The Hope and the vision

The color orders of rainbow came up to my heart with footsteps of our life 
in this world. It was the steps that we have to pass for more holy and 
pure life from 응reedy thoughts in our heart. We have to learn from the 
nature about the meaning of death. We can get the hope and vision with a 
forgiving mind to fulfill our will and needs.
2. The myth and the glory of God
Whenever we see the rich color rainbows hanging over the sky, we express 

cheers and shout for joy. It seems that the smile of the Lord that came up 
in my heart with appointment on my prayer. The place where rainbow 
appeared was felt as the sanct나ary of God and the space of the creation 
and the resuscitation.
3. The peace and the contrast

The rainbow in the morning or in the clear air after fal 1 ing down heavy 
rain made me peaceful mind and came up to me 1 ike as fragrance in green 
pasture.
Especially the harmony blue color band mixed with red color band is 
appearing often in nature and tells us how we could 1 ive with wisdom in 
our life.

V Concepts of Design
1. From earth to heaven
■ Images： the vision, the hope, the pleasant, joyful and the movement
■ Concept: the process of hoiiness in human life / walking steps up to the

vision and hope / the harmony of the earth and the heaven
■ Resource of Design： Stained glass / Bible/ Architecture of Catholic

Church
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■ Design point： the blouse with transparent cloth / rainbow color/
patchwork

2. From darkness to light
・ Images： the myth, the life, the glory of Lord, and the creation
■ Concept: the 1 ight comes from the time on the pray in deep darkness and

and the myth in the kingdom of the heaven walking with God
■ Resource of Design： perpetual snow in Switzerland and Mediterranean of

Santorini is1 and in Greece.
・ Design point：the ceremonial dress with black and white

3. From death to life
・ Image： the promise, the peace, the resting
・ concept: the new and eternal life through the circulation in nature and

the obedience life on the changes of the seasons.
・ Resource of Design： the great plain in Mongolia / the forest of Amazon/

four seasons /human Life / the life of tree
■ Design point： Art to wears with the contrast of green and beige with

natural dying and pure in white color.
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